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MEDIA RELEASE 

EROAD wins prestigious Fleet Safety Award 

1 November 2018 Health and Safety is something we take very seriously at 

EROAD and we have a major focus on working with our customers to create 

safer drivers, safer vehicles and safer roads. A high standard of driving across 

our customers’ fleets doesn’t just protect their business’s reputation and 

improve the bottom line, it also protects drivers and can reduce incidents and 

accidents.  

With that in mind we were delighted to be recognised last week as one of the 

winners of Australasia’s most prestigious fleet safety award from Brake – the 

road safety charity.  

The Fleet Safety Awards recognise the achievements of those working to help reduce the number 

of road crashes involving at-work drivers. EROAD won the Fleet Safety Product Award, 

acknowledging the positive impact that the EROAD Ehubo2 in-vehicle telematics solution can have 

to help create safer drivers, vehicles and roads.  

EROAD provides the benefit of our focus on safer drivers and vehicles every day – through the in-

vehicle driver feedback and coaching provided by our Ehubo devices, the reporting and analysis we 

provide through our Depot desktop application, and our vehicle inspection applications.  

EROAD Team receiving the award 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rebecca Kemp, Alisha Francis, Guy Hocquard, Tony Warwood, Andrew Davies, Chris Evans, Grace Godwin 
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For further information contact: 

Steven Newman  

Chief Executive Officer  

EROAD Limited  

DDI: 09 927 4713  

Email: steven.newman@eroad.com 

 

About EROAD 

EROAD modernises road charging and tax compliance and health and safety compliance for road 

transport by replacing paper-based systems with easy-to-use electronic systems that also improve 

fleet management. The company is headquartered in Auckland, New Zealand, and listed on the 

New Zealand Exchange (NZX). Its US business is based in Portland, Oregon, serving customers with 

vehicles operating in every US mainland state, growing outward in concentration from the 

Northwest. In 2009 EROAD introduced the world’s first nationwide electronic road user charging 

(eRUC) system in New Zealand and, in 2017, more than 50% of heavy transport RUC was collected 

electronically, representing a rapid transition to e-commerce on a voluntary, industry-led basis, due 

to the cost-savings and benefits to customers. EROAD is also a leading provider of health and safety 

compliance services, including vehicle management and driver behaviour and performance 

measures.  

www.eroad.co.nz  
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